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Bolt holes:
Thanks to a special geometry as well as a slow 
helix and the optimal surface quality of the chip 
chamber ensures a perfect chip evacuation. This 
allows very high feed rates whilst retaining a very 
high machining quality. The removal of the pilot drill 
has a significant impact on the cycle time.

FuTuRe SOluTION 

Hydraulic lash adjuster:
Saving the pre-machining reduces the cycle 
time enormously.

Inlet or exhaust port + valve seat:
The consolidation of both these tools leads 
to a drastic reduction of the cycle time.

Finish machining valve seat and guide:
Thanks to the extremely robust design the 
previously required pilot tool can be omitted.

PCD finishing drill

Injector bore:
Optimal partitioning of the chip chambers ensures a flaw-
less chip evacuation.

HlA drill-reamer
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Bolt holes

OPTImISATION 

Hydraulic lash adjuster

PCD finishing drill

Solid carbide pilot drill

Guide + seat

Parent bore

Pre-machining 
pilot guide-ring

Finish machining 
guide-ring

Injector bore

6-fluted

PCD 6-fluted reamer

PCD pre-machining
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Bolt holes

CuRReNT TeCHNOlOGIe

Hydraulic lash adjuster

Solid carbide finishing drill

Solid carbide pilot drill

Guide + seat

Parent bore

Pre-machining 
pilot guide-ring

Finish machining 
guide-ring

Injector bore

3-fluted
6-fluted

PCD 2-fluted reamer

Solid carbide pre-machining
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Our intelligent tooling solutions for the machining of cylinder heads reduce the number 

of tools and subsequently keep the manufacturing steps in your production to a 

minimum. Increase your production output while simultaneously reducing your costs: 

> less tools

> reduced tool changes 

> shorter manufacturing cycles

> reduced machining time

> increased productivity

> improved economic efficiency

Venture the step into the future with Guhring and 
multiply your production output! 

Don´t stay with the current technology available.
Gain the advantage with our future solution!  
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Gühring oHG
PO box 100247 • 72423 Albstadt
Herderstraße 50-54 • 72458 Albstadt

Tel. (0 74 31) 17-0
Fax (0 74 31) 17-21279
info@guehring.de
www.guehring.de

1 Germany
2 China
3 Great Britain
4 India
5 Italy
6 Korea
7 Mexico
8 Poland
9 Czech Republic
10 USA

Our know-how is avalable close by  
anywhere in the world:

Guhring PCD production and service centres
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